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Nationality Desired ContractExperience LevelAge Range

8 - 10 years Kiwi (to 12months)31-35South African Female

Clinic Disciplines and Areas of Experience

Musculoskeletal, Sports, Women's health, Men's health, Paediatric, Orthopaedics (pre & post operative) 

Who am I ?

I am a nature lover who loves to spend time outdoors trail running, hiking, visiting beautiful
surroundings etc.  
 
At work, I enjoy getting to know my colleagues and patients to understand who they are and what
drives them. 
 
I am an introvert, gaining energy from being alone or within smaller groups but once I get to know
someone and feel comfortable with them, I enjoy having company around.

Interests

Trail running, hiking, learning to play the ukulele, art & crafts

CPD to NotePhysio Interests

Pelvic health (Women, Men & paediatric) & other
women’s health related problems. An interest but
not a lot of experience in Vocational rehab. 

Dry needling, Kinesiotaping, Various pelvic health
training, Functional capacity evaluation
(Ergoscience)Although not very experienced in
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Quotes from References 

Accuracy / Timeliness 
and Workload 

 
 
 

Strengths 
 
 
 
 

Further Comments 

Joh-Ann worked well under pressure and under heavy workload. She takes it
all in her stride and does not get stressed easily. Joh-Ann is always on time
with her scheduled treatment sessions and treats every patient with the utmost
respect and kindness. 

Good listener, hard worker, honest, punctual, and good social and
communication skills. 

Joh-Ann is a very honest and open person who has very good moral
standards. 

Work Values Assessment

 Work Values Work Values Results

Joh-Ann scores high on altruism and devotes
herself to helping others through her work. She
scores high on security and wants clarity about the
futures. This relates to her above average score
on structure. She prefers to work within clear
frameworks and rules.
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Career Values  

Value 1 
 
 
 

Value 2  
 
 
 

Value 3 

SUPPORT - Thrives when comfortable with the style of management and 
manager is considerate, competent and fair. 

ACHIEVEMENT - Wants to see results and get a feeling of accomplishment. 

RELATIONSHIPS - Opportunities to build strong relationships with friendly 
and supportive co-workers. Prefers an environment where one can build 
relationships with colleagues and patients. 

Temperament TypologyTemperament Typology Explained 

Joh-Ann is an Elephant, a people-orientated
introvert. She is a persistent, committed, hard
worker and dependable team member. Joh-Ann
is a good listener and gives clear and detailed
feedback. She tends to avoid conflict and will try
to find a compromising solution as to not hurt
other’s feelings.

Temperament Graphic Temperament Typology Result


